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Abstract

Hyperpolarized 129Xe can be used as a sensor to indirectly detect NMR spectra of
heteronuclei that are neither covalently bound nor necessarily in direct contact with
the Xe atoms, but coupled through long-range intermolecular dipolar couplings. In
order to reintroduce long-range dipolar couplings the sample symmetry has to be
broken. This can be done either by an asymmetric sample arrangement, or by break-
ing the symmetry of the spin magnetization with field gradient pulses. Experiments
are performed where only a small fraction of the available 129Xe magnetization is
used for each point, so that a single batch of xenon suffices for the point-by-point
acquisition of a heteronuclear NMR spectrum. Examples with 1H as analyte nucleus
show that these methods have the potential to obtain spectra with a resolution that
is high enough to determine homonuclear J couplings. The applicability of this
technique with remote detection is discussed.
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1 Introduction

In recent years, it was shown that hyperpolarized xenon is an exquisitely sen-
sitive sensor of its direct environment [1]. Applications of xenon as a probe
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typically require it to be either bound to, adsorbed [2,3], or in sufficient prox-
imity [4,5] to the analyte. Alternatively, supramolecular cages can be synthe-
sized with a large affinity to bind Xe, where the specificity for a certain target
comes from a ligand that is connected to the cage through a linker [6]. Most
of these experiments capitalize on changes of the xenon electron cloud that
are reflected in changes in xenon chemical shift and/or relaxation behavior.
More specific information can be obtained when xenon is involved in the re-
laxation of the analyte to be probed [7]. The SPINOE technique yields direct
quantitative measures about NMR active nuclei in the (temporary) molecular
environment of Xe. However, all the aforementioned applications require ei-
ther solubility of xenon in the analyte [7] (or the analyte in xenon [8]), affinity
of xenon to binding sites [6,9–11], or direct physical interaction [4,12].

Another recent application of hyperpolarized xenon gas is its use as an infor-
mation carrier in experiments with remote detection of NMR. Remote detec-
tion is a technique to separate encoding and detection in an NMR experiment
temporally and spatially in order to optimize both steps independently [13]. In-
formation about an analyte is encoded onto the spin magnetization of a mobile
carrier, which then is moved to a detector that can read out this magnetiza-
tion with high sensitivity. Remote detection has been applied successfully to
measure the chemical shift of 129Xe on the surface of a porous material, and
for imaging at low and at high magnetic fields [14]. However, so far there is no
experiment to encode the NMR spectrum of a heteronucleus onto the sensor,
especially not if the sensor and the analyte are not in direct contact with each
other.

An independent field of research that attracted considerable attention during
the last decade involves distant dipolar fields (DDF) in liquids [15] and their
application to studies of the physiochemical environment of a molecule. War-
ren et al. showed that interactions can be established between nuclei with high
gyromagnetic ratios γ, separated on a meso- to macroscopic scale, up to the
order of 1 mm [16]. This allowed them to correlate signals between molecules
that were located in separate containers. As dipolar couplings are mediated
through space, the only requirement is that the two nuclear species are suffi-
ciently close; they do not need to be coupled or involved in the relaxation of
each other. Past studies have almost exclusively been focused on protonated
liquids. Only a few groups have explored heteronuclear distant dipolar cou-
plings, mainly towards the end of indirect detection schemes for rare nuclei via
their solvent in order to surpass the sensitivity of direct detection [17–21]. A
notable attempt to use xenon for indirect detection of CH4 gas in a xenon/CH4

gas mixture can be found in [19,22].

In this work we combine the high signal intensity of laser-polarized 129Xe
and the flexibility in sample composition offered by correlating signal over
meso- to macroscopic scales via distant dipolar couplings. We spatially and
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spectrally correlate the signal of gaseous xenon in a sealed sample tube with
the liquid surrounding it. The experiments reported here demonstrate the
possibility of using hyperpolarized xenon not only as a probe of its direct
environment, but extends its applicability beyond the microscopic scale. These
experiments can also be seen as a useful complement – in the sense of adding
spectral information – to two recently proposed experiments which use dipolar
fields for local magnetometry. In [23], 1H and 13C resonances of chloroform
dissolved in liquid xenon were used for quantitative measurements of xenon
magnetization; in [24] it is proposed to use 3He gas in lung tissue to measure
and quantify susceptibility changes in nearby blood vessels upon loading them
with paramagnetic contrast agents.

The results of the present study are then used to assess the feasibility of
experiments where the encoding of a heteronuclear NMR spectrum onto xenon
is combined with remote detection, and potential benefits of such an approach
are discussed.

2 Theory

The theory of distant dipolar field effects in NMR has been worked out by
several groups. The most relevant work with regard to our experiments was
done in the Warren group [20,21,25,26]. We are summarizing the equations
required to understand the characteristic features of the experiments presented
in this article. Furthermore the influence of self-diffusion is analyzed, which is
a more important issue when working with gases than in the case of liquids,
and we are commenting on some sensitivity-related aspects that are important
for a possible application of this approach with remote detection, especially
the importance of multiplicative noise.

2.1 Signal in a DDF experiment

The magnetic field, which is given by

B = µ0 (H+M) = B0 +Bd , (1)

depends not only on H, but also on the magnetization densityM =
∑

i〈µi
〉/V

of the sample, where the 〈µ
i
〉 are the magnetic moments of the individual

spins. Bd is called the demagnetizing field of the sample. High-field NMR
studies in the presence of a large applied magnetic field B0 = B0z̃ are not
sensitive to the entire Bd, only the secular components are retained. We are
considering a two-spin system where spin S = 1/2 shall be the analyte spin,
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and spin I = 1/2 is the sensor spin, which is hyperpolarized 129Xe in our
case. The magnitude of the total spin magnetization density before any radio
frequency (rf) irradiation is

M0 =M I
0 +MS

0 =
~
2
(NIγIPI +NSγSPS) , (2)

where NI,S is the number density and PI,S is the spin polarization of the I, S
spins, respectively. While PS is given by the Boltzmann law, which is PS =
|γS| ~B0/2kT within the high temperature approximation, the polarization
PI of the

129Xe is determined by the efficiency of the spin-exchange optical
pumping process and can exceed 0.5 under optimum conditions [27].

If the sample is spherical and magnetically isotropic, i.e. if the magnetization
is uniform throughout the sample, dipolar interactions add up to zero. But to
conclude that dipolar interactions are negligible because of the r−3 dependence
is wrong, because the number of spins at a given distance increases with r2. The
sum of all dipolar interactions on a given spin only falls off with r−1, and long-
range dipolar interactions have to be considered whenever the magnetization
of the sample is a function of location. By neglecting molecular diffusion (which
can cause a redistribution of the sample magnetization), by assuming that the
relevant nuclear magnetizationM(s, t) arises from a single line S spectrum and
a single line I spectrum, and if the spatial distribution ofM(s, t) is only along
z̃, the equation of motion of magnetization in the absence of an rf excitation
can be written as

∂

∂t
M(s, t) =M (s, t)× γ {B0 +Gz(t)s+Bd(s, t) +Br(t) +Bn(s, t)}

− R (M(s, t)−M0) , (3)

where Gz(t) = ∂Bz/∂z is a pulsed linear field gradient along z̃, s is the position
of a magnetization volume element along z̃, R = diag(T−1

2 , T−1
2 , T−1

1 ) is the
relaxation matrix, Br(t) is the radiation damping field, which is generated by
currents induced in the rf coils by the precessing magnetization, and Bn(s, t)
includes environmental and instrumental magnetic noise and inhomogeneities.

The sequence using gradient pulses to break the symmetry of the sample is
shown in Fig. 1. The first gradient pulse leads to a helical distribution of the
analyte magnetization along z,

MS+(t1, s) =MS
x (t1, s) + iMS

y (t1, s) = M̃S+(t1) exp (−iγSGzTs) , (4)

where M̃S+(t1) is the S magnetization in the absence of a gradient pulse, and
T is the length of the gradient pulse. Afterwards, a π/2 pulse is applied on S,
and simultaneously a tipping pulse with flip angle β is applied on I. The S
pulse stores one component of MS+, e.g. MS

x in case of a y pulse [28], to MS
z .
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Fig. 1. Pulse sequence of a DDF-detected NMR experiment. S denotes the analyte
nucleus of interest. I is the sensor spin – in our case 129Xe. A first gradient pulse
Gz along the axis of the static magnetic field is applied right before the second π/2
pulse on S, and a second Gz pulse follows the pulse on I with a flip angle β ¿ π/2.

This polarization creates a spatially modulated Bd(s) along z, which is acting
on the precessing sensor magnetization M I+. If the spin density is uniform
(e.g. inside an ellipsoidal sample) and the magnetization varies only in a single
direction z, modulated over distances much smaller than the smallest sample
dimensions so that edge effects can be neglected, the secular contribution of
the resulting dipolar field seen by a heteronucleus has an effective value of

Bd(s) = µ0∆S

2Mz(s)z̃

3
, (5)

where ∆S = [3(s̃ · z̃)
2 − 1] /2 = 1.

If Bd(s, t), Br(t), and Bn(s, t) are very small compared to B0, it is convenient
to use a frame of reference rotating at the angular velocity ω0 = −γB0. At
t2 = 0 after the second π/2 pulse on the S and the β pulse on the I spins,
assuming all pulses to be y pulses, the longitudinal and transverse components
of the magnetization are

MS
z (s)=MS

0 exp(−t1/T
S
2 ) cos (∆ωSt1 − γSGzTs) (6)

M I+(0+)=M I
x =M I

0 sin(β) (7)

with the resonance offset ∆ωS = ωS−ω0,S , and the transverse relaxation time
T S

2 of the S spins. If S and I spins are in different containers, the spatial dis-
tribution of Bd of the S spins as seen by the I spins is not simply given by Eq.
(5), but also depends on the sample geometry and the pitch λ = 2π/(γGzT ) of
the magnetization helix. The configuration used for the experiments consists
of a sample tube containing the xenon inside a larger tube with the analyte.
If λ is smaller than the diameter of the inner sample tube, the spatial distri-
bution of Bd gets blurred out considerably, leading to a reduced refocusing of
the sensor magnetization. The effect of λ on the signal is easy to determine
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experimentally. It is also possible to calculate it numerically, but it is difficult
to assess analytically. Therefore we will just summarize the theory for a ho-
mogeneous mixture of analyte and sensor medium in order to obtain an upper
limit for the achievable signal. λ shall be small compared to the smallest sam-
ple dimensions, so that Eq. (5) is valid, but large enough that we can neglect
diffusion. This is usually not a very severe restriction for liquid, but it typi-
cally is a major limitation for gases, which will be discussed separately. With
this assumption, the sensor magnetization after the second gradient pulse and
precession during t2 becomes

M I+(s)=M I
0 sin(β) exp

(

−
t2
T I

2

)

exp

[

i

{

∆ωIt2 − γIGzNTs (8)

−
2

3
γIµ0M

S
0 exp

(

−
t1
T S

2

−
t2
T S

1

)

cos (∆ωSt1 − γSGzTs) t2

}]

.

If T S
1 would be infinite, we could use the Jacobi–Anger expansion

exp(ix cosϕ) =
∞
∑

k=−∞

ikJk(x) exp(ikϕ) , (9)

where Jn is the Bessel function of the first kind of order n. If we assume
for now that t2 ¿ T S

1 such that exp(−t2/T
S
1 ) is approximately constant

during t2, we can apply the expansion into Bessel functions and then ana-
lyze the effect of relaxation in a separate step. Let us therefore substitute
MS

τ ≡MS
0 exp(−t1/T

S
2 − t2/T

S
1 ) and M I

τ ≡M I
0 exp(−t2/T

I
2 ), which also helps

to simplify the following expressions. The observable I magnetization now
becomes

M I+(s)=M I
τ sin(β) exp (i∆ωIt2)× (10)

∞
∑

k=−∞

ikJk

(

−
2

3
γIµ0M

S
τ t2

)

exp [i (k∆ωSt1 − (kγS +NγI)GzTs)] .

In order for some of the magnetization to be non-zero after spatial averaging,
assuming an integer number of turns of the magnetization helix along the
sample axis over the height of the detection coil, one of the terms in Eq. (10)
must be constant with respect to position, and therefore must have a net
coefficient of zero for s. This requires

N = −k
γS

γI

(11)

for there to be a signal. In our experiments, we usually select k = −1, which
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gives

M I+
DDF = iM I

τ sin(β) exp
[

i (∆ωIt2 −∆ωSt1) J1

(

−
2

3
γIµ0M

S
τ t2

)]

. (12)

For a more intuitive description, one can say that if the M I+ magnetization is
wound up as a helix along z with the same pitch as the helix of the S spin, i.e.
γSGzT = γIGzNT , some of the crushed M I+ magnetization gets refocused
because BS

d (s) has the same spatial dependence as M
I+.

With inductive detection, the signal is proportional to ∂M I+
DDF/∂t2. Since de-

tection is done in the lab frame, one has to convert M I+
DDF into this frame as

well, and we get

∂M I+
DDF

∂t2
=M I

τ sin(β) exp i(ωIt2 −∆ωSt1)×

[(

ωI +
i

t2

(

1 +
t2
T I

2

−
t2
T S

1

))

J1

(

2

3
γIµ0M

S
τ t2

)

−
2i

3

(

1−
t2
T S

1

)

γIµ0M
S
τ J0

(

2

3
γIµ0M

S
τ t2

)

]

≈M I
τ sin(β)ωI exp

[

i(ωIt2 −∆ωSt1) J1

(

2

3
γIµ0M

S
τ t2

)]

. (13)

The approximation can be made because at high field the real part of the
expression in square brackets, which is scaled with ωI , is several orders of
magnitude larger than the imaginary part except for very short t2, which are
not relevant for the signal in our experiments. In the absence of relaxation, the
maximum signal amplitude is not dependent on MS

0 , but only on M I
0 . Since

the maximum of Jn(x) is at x ≈ 1.84, the position of the signal maximum is
at

t2 ≈
2.75

µ0γIMS
0 exp

(

−
t1
T S

2

) = 2.75 τ I
d exp

(

t1
T S

2

)

(14)

where τ I
d = (µ0γIM

S
0 )

−1 is the characteristic dipolar demagnetizing time of
spin I in the presence of the dipolar field of spin S [30].

As a next step, we have to reconsider the above assumption to neglect lon-
gitudinal relaxation of MS

z (s) during t2. Because MS
z in the argument of J1

relaxes with T S
1 , one does not get a pure Bessel shaped envelope of the signal,

but something like a “stretched” Bessel. The part of MS
z that is modulated

along z, which is responsible for the refocusing of M I+, diminishes until it
finally reaches its limiting value when MS

z = MS
0 . Therefore it is usually not

possible to observe the zero-crossing of the Bessel function. If we perform a
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series expansion of J1(Ax), where A is a constant and x is the variable term,
we get

J1(Ax) =
1

2
Ax−

1

16
A3x3 +

1

384
A5x5 +O(x7) . (15)

Usually even with large values of MS
0 it is still reasonable to only consider the

lowest order term of this expression. Since this term is linear in A and x, we
can simply determine the t2 dependence of M

S
τ as

MS
τ (t2)t2=

t2
∫

0

MS
0 exp

(

−
t1
T S

2

−
t

T S
1

)

dt (16)

=MS
0 exp

(

−
t1
T S

2

)

T S
1

t2

[

1− exp

(

−
t2
T S

1

)]

.

If we neglect instrumental constants, the signal becomes

s(t2) =
∂M I+

DDF

∂t2
=−

µ0

3
γ2
IB0T

S
1 sin(β)M

I
0M

S
0

[

1− exp

(

−
t2
T S

1

)]

× (17)

exp

(

iωIt2 −
t2
T I

2

)

exp

(

−i∆ωSt1 −
t1
T S

2

)

.

The signal is bilinear in MS
0 and M I

0 as long as experiments are done in the
linear regime of J1(2t2/3τd), which is fulfilled well if t2 < τd. The maximum
refocusing of M I+ for t2 À T S

1 gets delayed by the effect of the longitudinal
relaxation on MS

z (t2). The degree of refocusing of the I spins corresponds to
the value it would have reached at t2 = T S

1 in the absence of T
S
1 relaxation.

On the other hand, as long as t2 ¿ T S
1 , we get

s(t2) ≈ −
µ0

3
γ2
IB0 sin(β)M

I
0M

S
0 t2 exp

(

iωIt2 −
t2
T I

2

)

exp

(

−i∆ωSt1 −
t1
T S

2

)

.

(18)
Therefore as long as experiments are done in the linear regime of J1(2t2/3τd),
the signal is bilinear in the analyte and the sensor magnetization.

With a non-transient detection method where the signal is read out at one par-
ticular point of the evolution during t2, we get the maximum signal amplitude
at t2 = T I

2 as

|smax| =
µ0

3
γ2
IB0 sin(β)M

I
0M

S
0 T I

2 exp

(

−
t1
T S

2

− 1

)

, (19)

if s(t2) is given by Eq. (18).
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So far, only the case has been discussed where the spectrum of the I spin and
the spectrum of the S spin consist of one line each. For the sensor spin, this is a
realistic assumption, and all the experiments presented here use a single-line
sensor. But the S spin can very well have a more complicated NMR spec-
trum. In this case the trigonometric addition formula cos(∆ωSt1 − γSGzTs =
cos(∆ωSt1) cos(γSGzTs) + sin(∆ωSt1) sin(γSGzTs) can be used, which allows
to incorporate the cos(∆ωSt1) and the sin(∆ωSt1) into the argument of the
Bessel function. For k = ±1, this leads to a linear superposition of the signals
from the S spins as long as the experiments are done in the linear regime of
the Bessel function. Therefore the time-domain signal along t1 matches the
evolution of the S spins in a one-pulse NMR spectrum.

An interesting feature of experiments with Xe dissolved in the analyte is that
the two magnetization patterns are experiencing the sameB0 inhomogeneities.
A B0 dependent correlation between the I and S spins is obtained for k-
space spectral components of the B0 inhomogeneities smaller than λ−1, which
manifests itself as ridges in the 2D spectrum with a slope of −kγS/γI . The
ridges can be straightened by a shearing transform or by a projection of the
spectrum onto an axis perpendicular to the tilting axis of the lines [28], and
the high-resolution spectrum of the S spin can be restored. With the Xe and
the analyte in different containers, such a correlation of inhomogeneities is
usually much less effective because I and S spins are not occupying the same
space. With a tube in a tube configuration, analyte and sensor only overlap
along the z axis, which leaves only z inhomogeneities to be correlated. And
since λ is typically on the order of the diameter of the inner sample tube, only
B0 inhomogeneities with low k-space spectral components can be correlated,
which can be shimmed out reasonably well anyway.

If the recycle delay time tr between consecutive traces (i.e. between the detec-
tion pulse of one trace and the preparation pulse of the next trace) is on the
order of T S

1 or shorter such that a considerable amount of modulated MS
z (s)

does not relax, some of the S magnetization can evolve into double or zero
quantum coherences. This can cause spectral artifacts along t1, which either
diminish with a time constant T S

1 or with the diffusion time constant of the
analyte helix along z, whichever is shorter. A strong spoiler gradient, which
is usually applied to dephase leftover M+ magnetization after the acquisition,
does not improve the situation because longitudinal magnetization is not af-
fected by a gradient pulse. To avoid these artifacts, it is either necessary to
wait several T S

1 between subsequent traces, to apply simultaneously a spoiler
gradient and an rf saturation pulse on the S spins, or to design a phase cycle
that considers coherences that build up over more than one transient [31].
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2.2 Influence of radiation damping

The precession of a highly magnetized spin species induces an oscillating cur-
rent in the receiver coil which is strong enough that the coil itself produces a
transverse resonant magnetic field that causes a torque on the spins. This radi-
ation damping can be quantitatively described as a modification to the Bloch
equations [32]. The angle β between M(t) and the equilibrium magnetization
M0 changes as

dβ

dt
= −

sin(β(t))

τr

, (20)

with the characteristic rate of radiation damping τ−1
r = 2πQη|γ||M(t)|, where

Q is the quality factor and η the filling factor of the rf coil. Usual strategies to
prevent radiation damping involve detuning or overcoupling of the rf circuit of
the probe, modifying the circuit to suppress radiation damping, or, if possible,
apply only small tipping angle rf pulses. In our experimental scheme, another
possibility to diminish radiation damping is to apply a gradient pulse immedi-
ately after the rf pulse, which averages out the integrated magnetization over
the whole sample volume. However, recent studies have shown that the com-
bination of radiation damping and the presence of a DDF from an abundant
solvent nucleus at a high magnetic field can lead to turbulent spin dynamics
[26] even if magnetization has been crushed directly after an rf pulse. This fact
by itself would complicate DDF detection of NMR, even though the influence
of instrumental and environmental magnetic noise has not been included in
these studies. Fortunately, since in a heteronuclear experiment the encoding
circuit is not used for detection, we are able to reduce its Q and detune it
without losing sensitivity, as long as we still can apply pulses short enough to
obtain the desired pulse bandwidth on the analyte spins. And considering the
results in [33], it is advisable to apply gradient pulses as late in the sequence
as possible, because any turbulence effects add up during the course of an
experiment. On the detection side, radiation damping is of minor importance
because the pulse tipping angles are small, leading to only a small transverse
component of M. Therefore radiation damping will not be considered further
in the following discussion.

2.3 Influence of multiplicative noise

Fluctuations of the environment of a sample that influence the propagator
of a spin system lead to an error of the spin magnetization, which is the
signal inducing quantity of an NMR experiment [34]. This noise is multiplica-
tive. Fluctuations of B0, which is denoted as Bn in Eq. (3), is typically the
dominant source of multiplicative noise (or t1 noise) in liquid-state NMR ex-
periments [35]. Because |Bn| ¿ |B0|, the components of Bn that are not
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parallel to B0 get truncated, and Bn ≈ Bn,z ≡ Bn. Even though Bn could be
spatially inhomogeneous, it is spectrally homogeneous. All spins see the same
environmental fluctuations, thus each signal component gets convoluted with
the same noise contribution. Spin magnetization precessing in the transverse
plane accumulates an additional phase contribution

M
′+(t) =M+(t) exp



−iγ

t
∫

0

Bn(t
′)dt′



 ≈M+(t) [1− γBnt] , (21)

where M
′+(t) is the transverse spin magnetization affected by multiplicative

noise, and M+(t) is the noiseless quantity. The correlation time of Bn is low –
typically on the order of tmax

2 . Therefore during a transient evolution of mag-
netization, Bn can be approximated as being constant. This noise is affecting
the S spins during t1 and the I spins during t2. The phase error on the S spins
gets converted into an amplitude error by the storage pulse. If we assume that
Bn during t1 is not correlated with Bn during t2, which might be somewhat
oversimplified but is often a practical assumption, the two noise terms add
in quadrature. The standard deviation σM of the multiplicative noise in the
transient dimension can then be approximated by

σM(t2) ≈
√

(γSkσBt1)
2 + (γIσBt2)

2 |s(t2)| , (22)

where σB is the standard deviation of Bn. According to Eq. (17) the signal
s(t2) in a DDF experiment is a product of a rising component and a decaying
component; it reaches its maximum at t2 = T I

2 . This causes an amplifica-
tion of the impact of multiplicative noise compared to a free induction decay
(FID), which depends on T I

2 , t
max
2 , and the relative contribution of (γSkσBt1)

2

to (γIσBt2)
2. But with transient detection, the on-resonant signal-to-noise ra-

tio (SNR) due to multiplicative noise in a DDF experiment does not exceed
the SNR of an FID experiment with the same tmax

2 and no apodization by
more than a factor two. Only if tmax

2 in an FID experiment can be kept short
compared to tmax

2 of a DDF experiment, this figure increases.

With single point detection at t2 = T I
2 , the multiplicative noise contribution

can be considerable especially with a sensor spin with a long T I
2 like

129Xe. It
might appear that the low γ of 129Xe compared to, say, protons is an advantage,
but since the refocusing of the magnetization with a high γ sensor is faster,
there is no net advantage of the low γI in this experiment. Multiplicative noise
that adds during t1 causes mainly problems when high spectral resolution is
required with correspondingly long t1. If k in Eq. (11) is not equal to ±1, the
noise can also increase substantially, again depending on t1.

Because the spectrum of the analyte is recorded point-by-point with basically
no correlation of multiplicative noise between adjacent data points, its sensi-
tivity is stronger affected by multiplicative noise than it would be the case with
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direct detection of an FID, where each line simply gets convoluted with the
same noise pattern that has a spectral density narrower than a typical line.
Therefore only the reproducibility of an FID detected spectrum is affected,
which is important for example for the efficiency of a phase cycle. The contri-
bution of multiplicative noise can be estimated by comparing the noise level
along the direct dimension of the spectrum with the noise level along the indi-
rect dimension. Multiplicative noise only eventually limits the maximum SNR,
but it does not limit the minimum detectable analyte concentration. However,
the noise caused by an intensive line can cover weak lines of the same analyte
spectrum. Correspondingly, if the direct FID of 129Xe is not fully dephased
by the second gradient pulse, the remaining portion also contributes to the
multiplicative noise, even if it is subtracted by a phase cycle.

Because the main contribution to multiplicative noise usually are fluctuations
of B0, using a frequency lock improves σM considerably. Except for analytes
with only a single NMR line it was usually very difficult to obtain a spectrum
at all without frequency lock in our experiments.

If the analyte spectrum consists of weak and strong lines that are well sepa-
rated from each other and their positions are approximately known, one possi-
bility to recover the full sensitivity for the weak lines is to apply semiselective
pulses that do not excite the strong lines. Oversampling along the indirect
dimension also improves the SNR [36], but this improvement is, at least for
white noise, only proportional to the square root of the number of points and
thus the detection time, and is therefore equivalent to signal averaging, except
that it can be adjusted in finer steps.

Because the achievable SNR is eventually limited by multiplicative noise any-
way, β can be reduced until the additive SNR is about equal to the multiplica-
tive SNR. Smaller β allow to apply more pulses until all of the Xe polarization
of a single batch is used up, which in turn improves the SNR.

2.4 Magnetization decay and diffusional mixing of xenon gas

During a batch mode experiment, the polarization of 129Xe gets reduced, be-
cause the equilibrium polarization is orders of magnitude lower than the initial
polarization. If all the xenon gas was in the active volume VC of the trans-
mitter coil, its longitudinal magnetization before the (n + 1)th pulse would
be

M I
z (t

−

n+1) =M I
z (t

−

n ) cos (β) exp

(

−
tr + n∆t1

T I
1

)

. (23)

The evolution time of the analyte increases by ∆t1 between consecutive tran-
sients. Since tn+1 = ntr + n(n+ 1)∆t1/2, Eq. (23) can be written as
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M I
z (t

−

n+1) =M I
0 cos (β)

n exp

(

−
ntr + n(n+ 1)∆t1/2

T I
1

)

(24)

≈M I
0 exp

[

−n

(

β2

2
+

tr
T I

1

)]

. (25)

The approximation is valid for β ¿ 1 and tr À n∆t1. With constant flip
angles β, the signal along the indirect dimension gets reduced in correlation
to the drop of the magnetization. This acts like an apodization along t1 and
causes the line of the analyte to be broadened independently of the relaxation
time, but dependent on ∆t1 and on β. The shorter ∆t1, the broader the line
in the indirect dimension of the spectrum becomes. The signal along t1 decays
as |s(t1)| = s0 exp (−t1/τ1) with the lifetime

τ1 ≈

[

1

T S
2

+
tr

T I
1∆t1

+
β2

2∆t1

]

−1

, (26)

where the same approximations as for Eq. (25) were made. If the decay curve
is known such a line broadening can be corrected by either deconvoluting
the spectrum or, equivalently, multiplying each time trace with the inverse
of the decay function of M I

z (tn). However, such a resolution enhancement
generally reduces the sensitivity. Because at least for concentrated analytes the
sensitivity at the beginning of the decay along t1 is dominated by multiplicative
noise, the apodization can be chosen that the noise is about equal to the
additive noise. In a next step an apodization for sensitivity enhancement like
a matched filter can be applied. For example, a Lorentz-to-Gauss transform
seems a very promising filter for this kind of data.

A better solution to avoid sensitivity loss and line broadening would be to de-
termine a variable flip angle scheme [37] that leads to a constant signal during
the experiment. The calculation of such a variable flip angle is considerably
complicated by the fact that in the sample arrangement with the Xe gas in
an inner tube and the analyte in an outer tube, VC contains only a fraction of
the total Xe volume. During the course of an experiment, the Xe inside and
outside VC are mixed by diffusion, which increases the apparent

129Xe lifetime
beyond what would be expected from the setting of β. The parameters that
determine this decay include β, tr, the self-diffusion constant DXe of the xenon
gas, which itself depends on the pressure p of xenon (and possibly present inert
gases), and the dimensions of the Xe container. A recursive relation can be
obtained by assuming a sample tube that extends to infinity in one or in both
directions, and that tr is long enough to level out the magnetization of the Xe
gas inside VC between subsequent traces of the experiment [38]. Experimen-
tally it was found that the depletion of M I

z (tn) can be fitted reasonably well
with a stretched exponential,

M I
z (t

−

n+1) ≈M I
0 exp

(

−
tα1
τ̃1

)

, (27)
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where τ̃1 is the measured lifetime of the signal, and the exponent α < 1 is
responsible for a decay slower than monoexponential, especially for large n,
since the more the xenon polarization gets depleted in the direct vicinity of VC ,
the more important becomes diffusional mixing of small quantities of xenon
gas over longer distances inside the sample tube.

2.5 Drifts of the xenon sensor resonance frequency

In combination with the decay of the xenon magnetization, DDF experiments
are very sensitive to drifts of the 129Xe resonance frequency between different
transients along the indirect dimension [39]. This requires special measures
especially because of the large pressure and temperature dependence of the
129Xe chemical shift, which was found to be [40]

σ = σ0 + σ1ρ , (28)

where ρ is the xenon density in amagat, and σ1 = −0.548 ppm/amagat at
25◦C. Assuming an ideal gas, this leads to

∆σ ≈
[

−1.84× 10−3 ppm

K

]

p∆T

p0

=
[

−0.0216
Hz

TK

]

p∆TB0

p0

. (29)

This drift can be especially significant for experiments with pure xenon gas as
sensor because of the low thermal conductivity of xenon of 56.9 µWcm−1K−1

at 25◦C and a pressure of 1 atm [41], which causes a very slow adaption of the
xenon temperature to the temperature of its environment.

If pure xenon gas is used at a pressure of several bar, another reason for a shift
of the 129Xe resonance frequency could be the change of the self-demagnetizing
field caused by the decreasing magnetization of hyperpolarized 129Xe as sensor
during an experiment. This effect would be considerable especially if liquid [23]
or supercritical [8] xenon were used. If the xenon and the analyte are mixed,
both experience the same demagnetizing field of the xenon, and the frequency
shift can be corrected with a frequency lock. In the tube in a tube setup,
however, the self-demagnetizing field of the Xe does not get corrected with
the lock, but it gets even amplified because its direction is opposite to the
direction of the demagnetizing field that the analyte sees.

3 Experimental Details

The experiments were performed on a Unity Inova spectrometer (Varian Inc.,
Palo Alto CA) with a 7 T widebore magnet (Oxford Instruments, Cambridge
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UK), corresponding to a proton frequency of 300 MHz. For the experiments
with the Xe diluted inside the analyte a two channel 5 mm probe (Varian
Inc.) was used (broadband channel inner, 1H/19F channel outer coil), which
was equipped with a separate deuterium lock channel and a z gradient coil.
The experiments were done by mixing the analyte and the Xe gas in a 5 mm
outer diameter J-Young tube (Wilmad Labglass, Buena NJ). A 10 mm probe
(Varian Inc.) with two channels (a broadband channel using the inner coil,
and a 1H/19F channel using the outer coil), a separate deuterium channel for
frequency locking, and a z gradient coil was used for the experiments with Xe
and analyte in different containers.

In principle there are no general restrictions regarding the geometry of the
containers with the analyte and the Xe. We put them in two coaxial NMR
glass tubes with different diameters. The outer tube was a thick-walled 10 mm
NMR sample tube (Wilmad) that contained the analyte. For Xe a 5 mm outer
diameter J-Young tube with a wall thickness of 0.9 mm was used. It was
stabilized inside the 10 mm tube with a plastic spacer (Fig. 2). The inside of
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Fig. 2. Setup for the tube in a tube experiment. The analyte was in the outer tube,
the sensor in the inner tube. The diameters of the inner and the outer tube were
5 mm and 10 mm, respectively. The wall thickness of the inner tube was 0.9 mm.

the J-Young tube was coated with SurfaSil (Pierce, Rockford IL) to increase
the T1 of

129Xe. Inside the 7 T magnet, T1(
129Xe) ≈ 50 min was measured.

The ratio of the Xe volume in the sensitive region of the coil compared to the
total tube volume was about 1/13.

For spin-exchange optical pumping, a gas mixture of 1% naturally abundant
Xe, 10% N2, and 89% He (Spectra Gases Inc., Vista CA) was used, which
was done using a XenoSpin polarizer (Amersham Health, Durham NC). After
polarization, the Xe was condensed into a cold finger immersed in liquid ni-
trogen. That way the inert gases were separated, and the experiments could
be done with pure Xe gas. During thawing the gas was transfered into the
J-Young tube. Immediately after removing the liquid nitrogen container, the
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cold finger with the frozen xenon was immersed in hot water (∼ 80◦C) to
accelerate thawing and therefore minimizing the depolarization of 129Xe. The
Xe pressure in the sample tube was 3–5 bar, and the 129Xe spin polarization
was about 7%.

The pulse sequence is shown in Fig. 1. Since Xe cannot be refreshed during
an experiment, pulses on 129Xe with only small flip angles β had to be used to
allow for a reasonable number of points in the analyte spectrum, which was
recorded point-by-point. The length of the gradient pulses was fixed at 1 ms,
and the gradient amplitude was modified for the different experiments. At the
end of the detection period a strong crusher gradient was applied to dephase
remaining transverse magnetization. The field gradients do not just serve to
break the symmetry of the sample, but also act as coherence pathway filters
if they are strong enough [42]. However, with the tube in a tube setup only
weak gradients can be applied. The direct FID is only partially suppressed, and
only incomplete frequency discrimination is achieved in the indirect dimension.
Therefore the phase cycle shown in table 1 was used.

S Pulse 1 S Pulse 2 I Pulse Receiver

0◦ 0◦ 0◦ 0◦

0◦ 180◦ 180◦ 0◦

0◦ 90◦ 90◦ 0◦

0◦ 270◦ 270◦ 0◦

Table 1
Phase cycle used for the tube-in-a-tube experiments. The first two steps remove the
direct FID, and the second two steps select one coherence pathway to get frequency
discrimination along ω1.

To simplify the calibration of the setup, a model system was used in addition
to the xenon experiments where hyperpolarized 129Xe is replaced by 31P as the
sensor nucleus – in particular, phosphoric acid (Fisher Scientific, Fair Lawn,
NJ) has proved to be a sensible choice. γ(31P) is only about 50% higher than
γ(129Xe), and both sensors have an NMR spectrum with only one single narrow
line. This has the advantage that for quantifying the sensitivity, we do not
have to consider all the additional imponderabilities of hyperpolarized gas
like not perfectly reproducible polarization of 129Xe between batches, or the
continuous depletion and diffusion of Xe magnetization during the course of
an experiment.
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4 Sensitivity Optimization

4.1 Gradient calibrations

An important parameter to optimize the sensitivity of DDF experiments is
the gradient strength for maximum signal. A calibration experiment was done
with phosphoric acid in the inner and benzene (Fisher Scientific) in the outer
tube. The H3PO4 was mixed with D2O (99% D, Aldrich Chemical Company,
Milwaukee, WI) at a ratio of H3PO4 : D2O = 1 : 2, where the deuterium was
used for frequency locking. In these experiments, 1H was the analyte nucleus,
and 31P was used as sensor. Figure 3 shows the signal and noise as a function
of the gradient strength for different delay times tr between subsequent traces
along t1. The gradient strength is given in relative units, where G0 corresponds
to a gradient that dephases the magnetization by one period over the diameter
of the inner sample tube. In Fig. 3a, tr is shorter than T1 of

31P, and in Fig.
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Fig. 3. Signal and noise of a DDF detected 1H NMR spectrum of benzene as a func-
tion of the magnetization modulation wavelength using a separated 31P sensor in a
coaxial tube geometry. A four-step phase cycle was employed to suppress the direct
31P FID and to ensure frequency discrimination in the indirect dimension. The ratio
of the two gradient pulses was fixed to the value N = κ = −γH1/γP31 = −2.47. 64
points along the indirect dimension were taken. Gz/G0 = d/λ denotes the strength
of a z-gradient pulse, relative to a gradient pulse G0 = 2π/|γTd| that would mod-
ulate the same nucleus by one wavelength over the diameter d of the inner sample
tube (d = 0.5 cm). A 4 ms, 22 G/cm z-gradient spoiler pulse preceded each delay
between experiments. (a) tr = 2 s delay time between experiments. (b) tr = 6 s
between experiments. (upper) Signal as a function of gradient strength. Data points
of the 1H signal due to H3PO4 and C6H6 are connected by a solid and a dashed line,
respectively. (lower) Noise as a function of gradient strength. (dotted line) Average
noise level at frequencies with no signal and ∆ω 6= 0. (dash-dotted line) Noise level
at ∆ω = 0.
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3b, tr is about 2T1(
31P). The signal of the 1H line of phosphoric acid as a

function of Gz is completely different in these two cases. The benzene signal
shows the same qualitative behavior in both cases, but the fact that the signal
decays to a lower value for the second case leads to the assumption that not
only the signal, but also the noise level is considerably different in these two
experiments. Figure 3c and d show the noise level at some arbitrary frequency
and at ∆ω = 0, where no signal is expected with the particular choice of
the reference frequency ω0. The scales in the upper and the lower graphs of
Fig. 3a are identical, while the lower graph of Fig. 3b is scaled up by a factor
five compared to the upper. If tr is short compared to T1(

31P), noise can
be inherited between different shots of the experiment [35]. This mechanism
might be one reason for the higher noise amplitude in Fig. 3a compared to
Fig. 3b, especially in combination with either radiation damping or interaction
with the transverse dipolar field of other 31P nuclei, which acts much like a
weak pulse or radiation damping [20]. The phase cycle to remove unwanted
coherences leaves a signal at ∆ωS = 0 of considerable intensity in Fig. 3a,
because it was not designed to remove coherence pathways of magnetization
evolving longer than just during one trace [31]. This is also a reason for the
much higher signal with low Gz at ∆ωS = 0 from the same nuclei in Fig. 3a
than in 3b. If the direct FID of 31P is incompletely suppressed with a field
gradient and the reason is not systematic, it causes an increased noise level
over the whole frequency range along t1. Since this noise source is independent
of the signal induced by intermolecular multi-quantum transitions, it does not
appear to be multiplicative. Nevertheless, the noise level along the indirect
dimension is considerably higher than along the direct dimension, which is
indicative for t1 noise.

Another important parameter to describe the sensitivity of DDF experiments
with a tube in a tube configuration is the geometrical factor or filling factor,
which can be defined as the ratio of the field seen by the analyte versus the field
it would see in a mixture of infinite dilution with the sensor. To analytically
determine this ratio is very difficult and can be done with satisfying accuracy
only for situations that are not really relevant for viable setups. But an ex-
perimental determination is straightforward and can be done with the data
from the previous paragraph. H3PO4 (85 weight-% in H2O) has a total proton
density of 72.4 mol 1H/L, while benzene has 67.6 mol/L protons. Both spectra
show only a single line, phosphoric acid because of fast proton exchange with
water, and benzene because the protons are equivalent. As the phosphoric acid
was diluted with D2O, its effective proton density is about 24 mol/L. If the
signal is taken at the maximum of the benzene peak, an optimum geometrical
factor of about 0.35 is obtained for the setup described above. However, as
can be seen best from Fig. 3b, the geometrical factor strongly depends on Gz

and rapidly decays towards a very small value for λ shorter than the diameter
of the inner tube.
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The above discussion shows the difficulty to compare the sensitivity between
DDF experiments and transient one-dimensional (1D) NMR experiments, be-
cause the two methods not only show a different signal behavior, but they are
also limited by different noise mechanisms. Finally, in both cases the additive,
i.e. signal independent, noise from the detector represents the ultimate limit.
But with indirect detection, considerably more noise sources have to be con-
sidered, making an optimum choice of parameters noticeably more difficult.

4.2 Multiplicative noise

Multiplicative noise is caused by low-frequency noise that gets convoluted with
the signal. Therefore each noise source affects all of the spins in the same way,
thus each spin gets convoluted with the same noise pattern, and the noise
has the same characteristics as the signal on which it is superimposed. That
multiplicative noise is an important sensitivity limiting factor is shown in Fig.
4, where a 19F NMR experiment of 2,2,2–trifluoroethanol (99+%, Aldrich)
with 31P of phosphoric acid as sensor was performed. No frequency locking
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Fig. 4. DDF-detected 19F NMR spectrum of CF3CH2OH at 7 T, detected with 31P
(85 % H3PO4) as sensor. The phosphoric acid was kept in a tube inside the analyte
tube. ν1 is the offest from the 19F carrier, and ν2 is the offest from the 31P carrier.
The white lines show the position of the traces through the spectrum shown above
and beneath the 2D plot.

was employed. A two step phase cycle was used to eliminate the direct FID,
and the recycle delay was set to 6.5 s. One can see that the noise shows ridges
parallel to the main feature of the 19F triplet, while the noise intensity is
parallel to ν1, which is characteristic for multiplicative noise. The dominance of
multiplicative noise along the indirect dimension can also be seen by comparing
the noise level of the two traces through the spectrum in Fig. 4.

If a spectrum in the indirect dimension consists of more than one line, multi-
plicative noise from the individual lines adds in quadrature. Therefore applying
selective or semiselective pulses to excite only selected transitions reduces mul-
tiplicative noise, especially of weak lines. Figure 5 shows a 1H NMR spectrum
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of a 3:2:1 mixture of isopropanol:phosphoric acid (85 %):D2O. A DDF-detected
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Fig. 5. DDF-detected 1H NMR spectrum of isopropyl alcohol at 300 MHz, de-
tected with 31P as sensor. The sample was a 3:2:1 mixture of isopropanol:H3PO4

(85 %):D2O. (a) Comparison of the sensitivity of the septet with selective (upper)
and non-selective (lower) excitation. (b) Comparison of the sensitivity of the doublet
with selective (upper) and non-selective (lower) excitation. (c) Full proton spectrum
with non-selective pulses.

spectrum with 31P as sensor was recorded with non-selective pulses and com-
pared to spectra with selective pulses, where only a certain group of lines was
excited at a time. The excitation pulse on the analyte was Gauss shaped with
a width of 8.2 ms, the storage pulse was a 3 ms rectangular pulse. While the
sensitivity of the methyl protons was not improved considerably with selec-
tive excitation, the SNR of the septet could be significantly improved with
selective pulses.

5 Results

5.1 Xe in solution

For batch mode experiments, Xe is brought into the gas phase above the
analyte, and the sample is shaken for about 10 s prior to the beginning of the
experiment to ensure that Xe is saturated in solution. As an example, Fig. 6
shows a 1H NMR spectrum of deuterated ethyl alcohol (C2H5OD, Aldrich).
The Xe pressure in the gas phase inside the sample tube was 4.6 bar. 256
points were taken along t1. Because T1 of

129Xe in ethanol is about 160 s [43],
it was necessary to set tr = 1 s, which is less than T1 of C2H5OD. The total
acquisition time was 5 min. The pulse flip angle on the 129Xe was adjusted
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Fig. 6. DDF-detected 1H NMR spectrum of deuterated ethyl alcohol (C2H5OD) at
7 T, detected through 129Xe as a sensor, which was mixed with the analyte. (a) Full
1H NMR spectrum. (b) Enlargement of the quartet signal from the CH2 group. (c)
Pseudocolor plot of the triplet from the CH3 group. ν1 is the indirect dimension,
showing the 1H spectrum, and ν2 represents the direct dimension, which is the 129Xe
NMR spectrum.

carefully such that the noise level along the direct dimension, which is mainly
due to thermal noise in the detection circuit, matches the multiplicative noise
along the indirect dimension. In that way, the number of traces could be
maximized, giving an optimum overall SNR. The first gradient pulse had an
amplitude of 6.1 G/cm, and the second one was set to 22 G/cm. This caused a
helix pitch of λ ≈ 0.39 mm, which was enough to suppress the direct FID and
select one coherence pathway of the I spin magnetization. Therefore no phase
cycle was applied. This also helped to reduce multiplicative noise, because
the direct FID was dephased and did not contribute. On the other hand,
multiplicative noise was increased because some of it was inherited between
subsequent traces due to the short tr that did not allow all of the analyte
magnetization to relax [35]. Additionally, tr < T S

1 also caused weak zero-
quantum coherences to be visible close to ν1 = 0.

Figure 6b,c show scale ups of parts of the spectrum containing the lines. Figure
6c shows a pseudocolor plot of the full 2D data after Fourier transform. One
can see how inhomogeneities of the analyte and the sensor are correlated,
leading to tilted, stretched lines instead of circular features.

With one batch of hyperpolarized xenon, several independent experiments
could be performed by reshaking the sample, such that fresh hyperpolarized Xe
gas got dissolved in the analyte. In the case of C2H5OD, where one experiment
was short compared to the T1 of

129Xe in the gas phase, a second experiment
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with only a small decrease of sensitivity could be done immediately after the
first one.

5.2 Tube in a tube experiments

Figure 7 shows a DDF-detected 1H NMR spectrum of water in a field of 7 T,
detected with hyperpolarized 129Xe. A four step phase cycle was applied, and
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Fig. 7. DDF-detected spectrum of H2O at 300 MHz, detected with 129Xe as sensor.
The Xe was kept in a tube inside the analyte tube. (a) Average signal amplitude
along the direct dimension. The signal is a product of a rising component due to
the effect of the DDF and a decaying component caused by transversal relaxation
of 129Xe. (b) Signal decay along the indirect dimension. Because of the depletion
of the 129Xe magnetization, the signal decays faster than T2 of H2O. (c) 1H NMR
spectrum after apodization with the inverse of the signal decay and an exponential
decay to remove the arising noise at long t1 values.

the recycle delay was set to 3 s. No frequency lock was used. In this experiment,
the polarization of 129Xe was only about 1%, and the pressure of the Xe gas
was about 2 bar. The pulses on the 129Xe had a flip angle of about π/8. Figure
7a shows the absolute value of the signal along the direct dimension, and Fig.
7b shows the signal decay along the indirect dimension. The data along the
indirect dimension was analyzed by fitting Eq. (27). The product of the inverse
of this function with an exponential decay with time constant τ = 24 ms was
used to apodize the data along t1 before the Fourier transform.

Another experiment was done using p–ethoxybenzaldehyde (p–EBA, 99%,
Aldrich). 25 vol.-% d5–pyridine (99+%, Wilmad) was admixed for frequency
locking. The xenon pressure was 2 bar. The pulses on the 129Xe had a flip
angle of β ≈ 4◦, which was determined in a separate experiment as being a
reasonable choice to get a multiplicative noise level on the same order as the
additive noise. The first gradient pulse had an amplitude of 0.078 G/cm, and
the second one was -0.284 G/cm. These gradients were not sufficient to se-
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lect one coherence pathway, so in addition a two-step phase cycle was used to
suppress the direct FID of 129Xe, consisting of the first two pulses in Tab. 1.
But no frequency discrimination was done, so a mirror spectrum is obtained
at the negative frequency. The spectral width was chosen big enough to have
all NMR lines in one halve of the spectrum. Figure 8a shows the data in a
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Fig. 8. DDF-detected 1H NMR spectrum of p–ethoxybenzaldehyde at 300 MHz,
detected with 129Xe as sensor. (a) Contour plot of the full spectrum. (b) Close up
of one line (left) and a simulation of the lineshape (right). For this simulation a
drift ∆ωI = 2 Hz was assumed. (c) 1H spectrum after correcting for the drift of
the 129Xe resonance frequency. (d) Resonance frequency of 129Xe as a function of
t1. Only a Fourier transform along the direct dimension was performed, and the
absolute value of the resulting spectrum was plotted. The gray line corresponds to
a fit of the resonance frequency drift, which was used to obtain the spectrum in (c).

2D representation of the analyte vs. the sensor frequency without apodizing
the signal along t1 prior to the Fourier transform. This experiment illustrates
well the problems mentioned in section 2. The experimental procedure was
optimized to minimize the time between thawing of the xenon and the start
of the data acquisition. Because of the hot water used for the thawing, at the
beginning of the experiment the xenon gas was several degrees warmer than
the ambient temperature, causing a drift of the 129Xe resonance frequency of
about 1.7 Hz. This drift, which is shown in Fig. 8d, and the accelerated appar-
ent relaxation due to the diminishing 129Xe polarization cause an asymmetric
line. Figure 8b compares the experimental lineshape with a simulation using
Eqs. (17) and (27). The lineshapes agree qualitatively, which shows that the
model presented in section 2 is adequate to describe the observed signal. The
exact lineshape in this experiment depends on the temperature evolution and
the corresponding t1 dependence of the

129Xe chemical shift. On the other
hand, the frequency shift caused by the self-dipolar field of 129Xe should be
smaller than 0.1 Hz at this pressure. One can see in Fig. 8a that the lines are
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only symmetric with respect to ω1 = 0 at frequencies of ω2 where the tem-
perature stabilized (Fig. 8c). During the drift of ωI , the lines on both sides
of the spectrum shift in the same direction, which could also be reproduced
by the simulation. Figure 8c shows a spectrum where the effect of the drift of
ω2 was corrected numerically prior to Fourier transform along the indirect di-
mension. All the available data points were used, yet it was possible to retain
a linewidth that was given by the spectral resolution and an exponentially
decaying apodization function with a time constant of 50 ms, after the signal
was first multiplied with the inverse function of the signal decay.

5.3 Tip mode experiments

In this class of experiments, a signal builds up because of the asymmetry of
the sample and the Xe container. In our experiments with a tube of xenon gas
inside the tube with the analyte, this leaves several options like not pushing the
tubes all the way down in the probe so they cannot be considered infinitely
long, by having the inner tube only half way inside the excitation coil, or
by having an analyte that is a multi-phase mixture. In these experiments the
direct FID of the 129Xe is suppressed with the same phase cycle as was used to
remove the residual FID of the gradient experiment (Tab. 1). Only a two-step
cycle was applied, and the spectral width was chosen broad enough that the
NMR spectrum fits in half of the bandwidth along ω1. This helps to distinguish
signals from artifacts at or near ∆ωS = 0. Figure 9 shows a spectrum of a two-
phase mixture of water/D2O (1:1) and methyl acetate (Fisher Scientific). The
phase boundary between them was approximately in the center of the coils.
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1
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Fig. 9. DDF-detected 1H NMR spectrum of a two-phase mixture of water and methyl
acetate at 300 MHz. ν1 is the offset from the 1H carrier.
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6 Discussion

We have demonstrated that heteronuclear intermolecular multiquantum co-
herences can be used to detect the NMR spectrum of an analyte through
129Xe, which can be mixed with the analyte or in a different container. In
“gradient mode” the interaction distance between a pair of xenon and proton
spins can be experimentally set via the gradient strength [16]. However, the
effect of washing out the xenon signal due to fast diffusion in between the
two gradient pulses has to be considered. Furthermore, with the tube in a
tube setup λ must be on the order of the diameter of the inner tube or longer
to avoid averaging out of the helical Bd distribution that Xe sees from the
analyte. In “tip mode” the spatial origin of the detected signal reflects the
homogeneity of the magnetic field produced by the protons around the xenon
tube.

Keeping the xenon and the analyte in different containers has the advantage of
being cleaner to use. It is possible to analyze potentially dangerous or highly
sensitive substances while keeping them in a closed environment. Further-
more, the experimental conditions are less dependent on the substance to be
analyzed. To mix analyte and sensor has the advantage that the correlation
distance of analyte and Xe can be kept small by reducing λ, which allows to
recover homogeneous linewidths by shearing of the spectrum. Additionally, the
sensor feels the full demagnetizing field of the analyte. For separate analyte
and sensor, a geometrical factor has to be determined that is equivalent to a
filling factor in conventional experiments; it depends on the geometry of the
setup and the magnetic susceptibility gradients between the involved materi-
als like the container walls, which also makes the tube in a tube setup more
difficult to shim. On the other hand, for a mixture the maximum sensitivity
depends on the solubility of the analyte in the sensor.

The resolution that can be obtained with DDF encoding is comparable to
high resolution spectra with direct detection. Homonuclear J couplings can
be resolved in a DDF detected spectrum also with a tube in a tube setup,
as can be seen in Fig. 4. But the depletion of the magnetization causes an
artificial broadening of the line in the indirect dimension, which does not
depend on the inherent linewidth of the analyte. Apodization can correct for
that to a certain extent, but at the expense of a reduced sensitivity. A variable
flip angle scheme to obtain a constant signal would improve the lineshape and
also the sensitivity. However, the simple equations for variable flip angles that
do not account for diffusional mixing [37] are unsatisfactory, at least for tube
in a tube experiments.

The small angle β was one of the sensitivity limiting factor of these experi-
ments. For the Xe in solution experiments another sensitivity limiting factor
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was the low solubility in Xe in polar analytes. The gas exchange between the
gas phase and the liquid was too slow to get considerable refreshing of Xe in
solution on the time scale of the experiment. Furthermore doping the analyte
with a paramagnetic relaxation agent is not possible because such a dopant
would reduce the T1 of

129Xe as well. For the tube-in-a-tube experiments, on
the other hand, a substantial reserve volume of gas outside the sensitive vol-
ume of the coil was available, and the continuous refreshing of gas allowed for
higher flip angles. Additionally the total experiment time could be optimized
by doping the analyte with a paramagnetic salt. The problem here was the low
geometrical factor that reduced the DDF of the analyte seen by the sensor.

The examples shown in this report were all done in batch mode. A different
possibility would be to use a stopped flow mode where the Xe is replaced
between different shots of the experiment. The continuously replaced mag-
netization allows for large pulse angle excitation and ideally makes the same
initial magnetization available for each t1 increment. This would also allow
to record an unrestricted number of data points for the spectrum of the het-
eronucleus. And even though the magnetization of the gas is lower in flow
mode than in batch mode as co-added inert gases are also circulated without
preceding purification, the signal in both modi can be about comparable, since
all the available magnetization can be used up in each experiment in stopped
flow mode. In batch mode there are no polarization fluctuation due to slow
changes of the optical pumping environment, which might be a problem in
flow mode. However, preliminary experiments in stopped flow mode did not
show any results. This could be explained by an increased self-diffusion of the
xenon gas, since the same gas mixture containing 89% He and 10% N2 that
was used for optical pumping was also used for detection. If during detection
the gas diffuses over a distance larger than the helix pitch created during en-
coding, no net magnetization will refocus due to the influence of the distant
dipolar field of the analyte. This problem could be circumvented by either use
a gas mixture with a high fraction of xenon [44], or prepolarize a batch of
xenon, which is used up only in small fractions at a time.

Another alternative to batch mode would be to polarize Xe inside the magnet
[45]. Since Xe and analyte can be kept in different containers, it is possible
to admix Rb, which is necessary for optical pumping, to the container with
the Xe. The T2 of

129Xe can still be very long, even in the presence of Rb
[46], which enables experiments with alternating pumping and probing of Xe
magnetization.

From the experiments done in this study, we can conclude that this technique
would in principle be feasible in combination with remote detection. Remote
detection would allow to use a smaller detection coil with a higher sensi-
tivity, enabling the use of much smaller volumes of xenon gas per detection
step. No spectral artifacts would be present due to the slow depletion of the
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xenon magnetization. However, gas mixtures with high percentage of xenon
gas would have to be used to minimize the self-diffusion of the sensor. Since
configurations are possible where the analyte never gets in contact with the
sensor, a setup with circular flow can be set up [47], allowing an economical
use of xenon gas, so that even enriched 129Xe could be considered. One prob-
lem of a remote experiment is the high vulnerability for multiplicative noise,
which requires a very stable magnetic field, thus limiting the applicability with
non-superconducting magnets. Other problems might arise due to the strong
dependence on a stable flow. One has to wait until the gas has settled after
stopping the flow, otherwise the sensitivity is reduced like in the case of high
diffusion, prolonging the experiment considerably.
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